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Wollondilly Bushfire Writing:   Week 6
(Do not turn this in, you need it each day)

● Learning Intention: to write an informative report (newspaper article) on the Bushfires in Wollondilly.
● Success Criteria: - I can write an engaging headline.

- I can explain the structure of an article.
- I can use technical language in my writing
- I have an understanding of different perspectives.
- I can recraft and edit my writing.

Gathering facts
and information

Use point form.

These are your
notes to use
when composing
your article. You
need to put
effort in here!!

Some notes have
been added -

expand on them.

Think about the 5
senses.

- Picton oval - helicopters refueling station
- Helicopters flying over houses, numerous times a day, noise.
- School closures
- Smoke: residents keeping windows closed
- Asthma sufferers: health issues
- Local firefighters - long hours, days in a row, effects on families.

Opening
paragraph

Think about the
5W’s.

Don’t include too
much information -

save that for
your main body.



Main body of
article

Expand on your
main points.

* Include direct
speech/quotes.

* Include
specific details.

We are using as many
facts as we can from
our local knowledge -
but you can make up

your own names,
people, quotes and

events.

Concluding
paragraph

Include future
directions for the
community. Where

to now?

Recrafting
and

editing

Look over your writing from this week. Make changes. Make
corrections.

Recraft, check punctuation, check spelling, add in
technical/theme words.



Maths Help Zoom 
today at 11am :)
Monday
16.8.21



English: Spelling

geology
geometry
geographic
million
millilitre

chimney
journey
guitar
calendar
aeroplane
aerial

1. Read and rewrite the words in the list.
2. Choose 6 words and use them in a sentence - write 3 as 

questions. 



Improving Our Vocabulary 
When we say we want to improve our vocabulary, it means that we want to 

change our “Tier 1” words (eg. sad, small etc) to more interesting “Tier 2” words 
(eg. glum, miniature). 

Complete the table and turn the ‘Tier 1’ words into ‘Tier 2’ words. Be as creative 
as you can!

Tier 1 Tier 2

Eg.  warm humid

happy 

run 

nice

slow

cold

tall

Turn these boring Tier 1 words into more 
interesting Tier 2 words. 

Choose one of your Tier 2 words from above and put it into a 
sentence. 



Writing: Wollondilly Bushfires  newspaper  article: 
                                        Gathering facts and information.   

Where to write? 
Online students: You will need to go to the 
Bushfire writing google doc. In classwork tab.

Booklet students: You will need to write in a 
book or paper from home.

We will be learning about:
* newspaper headlines
* structure of articles
* using technical language in our writing
* understanding different perspectives
* recrafting our writing

Today I want you to think about the bushfire season 
we experienced here in our local area in 2019-20. 
The Oaks, Oakdale, Orangeville, Picton. Our 
surrounding towns.

I want you to use your memory, ask your family, 
phone a friend and recall the significant events and 
memories from the bushfires of 2019-20.

Record in point form, all that you can remember. 
Be specific. There are some examples on the 
google doc to help you.

Go to your Google Doc or paper:



              English: Comprehension Read the text on the next two slides and answer 
the comprehension questions that follow.





AnswersQuestions



        Mathematics: 

    5687 -
    3269

     67 x
     32

      786 x
        43 7/156

Division 
Challenge

23/654

Always remember to finish your answer with the 
unit of measurement and the squared symbol…

MM²    CM²    M²   



        Mathematics

Find the area of these 
rectangles using the strategy 
from the previous slide.



This activity requires you to think backwards. The 
area of the shape is given to you, but one of the 
side measurements is missing.

How would you work out the missing side 
length? What operation would you use?

Answer: Divide the area of the rectangle by the 
side that you know. For example: 20m² ÷ 4m = 
?m

Finding Area!

Find a rectangular space at home or school that you can find the 
area for. For example, it might be the kitchen floor, or the grass 
area.

You will need a measuring tape or ruler to measure the 2 lengths of 
your rectangle space.

Write down in the space here what space you measured, the 
lengths of the two sides and the overall area of your rectangle 
space. Don’t forget to write your answer in units squared!

What space did you find the area of?

What were the length and width of your 
space?

What is the overall area of your space?



Looking at Figure 1, what actions can you take to protect 
yourself in an event of a bushfire?  Make sure you include 
both indoor and outdoor protection strategies.

Things i can do in an indoor fire:

Things i can do in an outdoor bushfire:

Geography- Surviving Bushfires  



What if we get caught in  bushfire in our car?



Finish the story. Your characters need to survive being stuck in their car during a bushfire. How 
do they survive? What actions do they take? Use the last slide to help you.

“Dad! Look, there is the fire!” It was a humid, summer day and the wind had encouraged 
bushfires to soar through our nearby land. We hopped in the car to drive to safety, but the 
bushfire seemed to be coming from a different direction. It was heading in our direction! Dad 
stopped the car. “I remember learning about this somewhere! I know how to get us out safely! 
We need to …”

Type here.



How are you feeling?

Write a sentence about how you feel about your learning today. 

Was there anything that you didn't understand in today’s tasks? If yes, what part? 

Any jokes to share? 😀 

Is there anything else that you would like to share with your teacher?



          English: Spelling

Write 2 words in each box for each suffix or prefix

____scribe
1.

2.

mis_____
1.

2.

_______ee
1.

2.

___eight
1.

2.

dis_____
1.

2.

aero______
1.

2.

Tuesday
17.8.21



          English - Spelling
Look Say Write Check: 
Type here:

Clues: find the answer from the list above.    
1. Part of a fireplace.
2. A musical instrument.
3. Mathematics that involves shapes and figures.
4. The study of earth and its structure.

geology          chimney
geometry       journey
geographic    guitar
million           calendar
millilitre         aerial
aeroplane



          English - Vocabulary

Choose one of your Tier 2 words from yesterday and complete the following activities based on that word. If 
you forget your words, check yesterday's slides. 

My word is:

My definition of the word:

Dictionary definition:

List 3 synonyms:

List 2 antonyms:



Writing:   Wollondilly Bushfires  newspaper  article 
Opening Paragraph

     Today you will write an introductory paragraph for your article.

Go to your Google Doc or paper - and complete your writing there.

   Use your facts and information that you recorded yesterday.

Read your opening paragraph out loud when you are finished. 
How does it sound? Do you need to make corrections?



              English: Comprehension

Watch the BTN video and then answer the questions: Do Black Holes Suck in Planets?
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/do-black-holes-suck-in-planets/13485706

Questions

1. Do black holes suck in planets?

2. What happens to the planet once sucked into a 
black hole?

3. How can a black hole form?

4. What substances circle a black hole?

5. Share one fact that you learnt from the video

Type here. Don’t forget to number your answers.

  

Answers

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/do-black-holes-suck-in-planets/13485706


        Mathematics: 

1. Each table in a classroom is 100cm long and 
50cm wide.
a) What is the area of each table?

b) If there are 16 tables in the classroom, what is the 
total area of all the tables in cm²?

c) CHALLENGE: What is the total area of all the 
tables in m²?

2. An artificial soccer pitch is 90m long and 40m 
wide.
a) What is the area of the soccer pitch?

b) CHALLENGE: If the cost of the artificial turf is $30 
per metre, how much will it cost to cover the entire 
pitch?



                 PDHPE: Create an Obstacle Course

Today you get to create your own obstacle course, using resources that you have at 
home! You need to have at least 5 obstacles.

Some ideas might be: Jumping over objects, Crawling under objects etc. 

Film yourself running the obstacle course and upload the video to Seesaw!



How are you feeling?

Write a sentence about how you feel about your learning today. 

Was there anything that you didn't understand in today’s tasks? If yes, what part? 

What jobs do you do to help out at home? 

Is there anything else that you would like to share with your teacher?



English - Spelling

geology
geometry
geographic

Find out the meanings of these words and write the definition.

chimney
journey
guitar
calendar
aeroplane

Type here:

Type here:
1.

2.

3.

Rewrite 
these words. 
Check your 

spelling!

Name 8 animals with fur: 
Check your spelling!   
type here:

Wednesday
18.8.21



Improving Our Vocabulary 

When we say we want to improve our vocabulary, it means that we 
want to change our “Tier 1” words (eg. sad, small etc) to more 

interesting “Tier 2” words (eg. glum, miniature). 

Complete the table and turn the ‘Tier 1’ words into ‘Tier 2’ words. Be 
as creative as you can!

Tier 1 Tier 2

Eg.  warm humid

short

fun

hot

windy

dark

good

Turn these boring Tier 1 words into more interesting Tier 2 words. 

Pick one of your Tier 2 words from above and put it into a sentence.



Writing: Newspaper Headlines. Writing: main body of the article. 

Chronological = the order in which they happened.

Go to your Google Doc or paper - and complete your writing there.

Today - you need to write your main body of your article. Around 2-3 paragraphs.
- Expand on the events that happened in detail.
- Discuss impact of the community. Use emotions/feelings.
- Use direct quotes/speech. Might be a firefighter or a victim or an eye witness.

● We are using as many facts as we can from our local knowledge - but you 
can make up your own names, people, quotes and events.

Your teachers 
will be using 

this writing for 
report time.

We are Stage 3 
- we have high 
expectations!

Don’t use “I” statements.



              English: Comprehension





Type here.

Answers



        Mathematics: Area of irregular shapes

To complete this task, you need to break the 
shape into 2 rectangles.

The first rectangle has a sides of 8cm and 6cm. 
Multiply those two sides together to get the area 
of the first rectangle.

8 x 6 = 48cm²

The second rectangle has sides of 1cm and 
2cm. Multiply those two sides together to get the 
area of the second rectangle.

1 x 2 = 2cm²

Add both the areas together to get the total area 
of this irregular shape.

48 + 2 = 50cm²

E
X
A
M
P
L
E



        Mathematics: Area of irregular shapes
GO TO THE GOOGLE 
CLASSROOM TO WATCH 
THE VIDEO HELP FROM 
MRS GRIEVE ON HOW 
TO COMPLETE THE 
AREA OF IRREGULAR 
SHAPES.



        Mathematics: Area of irregular shapes - hint: Mark a dotted line where you want to
                     mark the rectangles.



Log on to Mathletics and complete the assigned activity.
https://www.mathletics.com/au/

If you’ve forgotten your login details, check your Seesaw messages for your login information.

        Mathematics

https://www.mathletics.com/au/


Time for a screen break!

Any golf clubs at your house?
Try putting into a plastic cup.

Grab a healthy snack and some 
water.

See you in 20 minutes :)



Geography:  Bushfire survival
On Monday, we learnt about ways that we can protect 
ourselves during different bushfire scenarios. We are 

continuing on with that lesson today.

Watch these two video clips and then right something that you learnt from them.

What to Wear in a Bushfire:
https://video.link/w/Nik5c

Home Defence Equipment:
https://video.link/w/qjk5c

https://video.link/w/Nik5c
https://video.link/w/qjk5c


Draw a picture of  your house/property  and write some ways that you can protect your 
families home.

Take a photo and upload into the space below or into your Seesaw Journal.



How are you feeling?

Write a sentence about how you feel about your learning today. 

Was there anything that you didn't understand in today’s tasks? If yes, what part? 

What is your favourite breakfast?

Is there anything else that you would like to share with your teacher?



English - Spelling

geology
geometry
geographic
million
millilitre
chimney
journey
guitar
calendar
aeroplane
aerial

Writing clues: Choose 6 words from the list and write clues for them.
● Check you are writing in full sentences and that your clues makes 

sense.

Type here:

Thursday
19.8.21



          English - Vocabulary

Choose one of your Tier 2 words from yesterday and complete the following activities based on that word. If 
you forget your words, check yesterday's slides. 

My word is:

My definition of the word:

Dictionary definition:

List 3 synonyms:

List 2 antonyms:



Writing: concluding statement and editing.

       2.    Edit your Writing

Look over your writing from this week. 
Make changes. Make corrections.

Recraft, check punctuation, check 
spelling, add in technical/theme words, 
choose better words
(big = was of considerable size.   Sad = 
devastated, traumatised).

Go to your Google Doc or paper - and edit your writing there.

1. Write your concluding statement.

Your final paragraph might include:
- How the community/families have rebuilt or 

repaired damage.
- Lasting effects on the environment.
- Any issues unresolved.
- Eg: Wollondilly Council are continuing to ensure 

that all houses in bushfire affected areas are 
prepared for the summer ahead in 2021.



              Comprehension Read the advertisement and then answer the 
questions on the following slide.



Type here.

Questions Answers



        Mathematics: Area of a Triangle



        Mathematics: Area of a Triangle



        Mathematics: Area of a Triangle

What if there is no rectangle around the 
triangle? 
If you don’t have a rectangle surrounding 
the triangle, all you need to do is multiply the 
base of the triangle by the height of the 
triangle, and then divide it by 2.

Look at the example on the left.

The base of the triangle is 3cm. The height 
of of the triangle is 6cm.

3cm x 6cm = 18cm²

Now, divide 18cm² by 2 to get the area of a 
triangle.

18cm² ÷ 2 = 6cm²



Watch the video & 
answer the 

questions on the 
next 2 slides.

It’s a good idea to 
READ the 

QUESTIONS FIRST 
AND take notes!

Video: The Scale of 
the Solar System 
https://video.link/w/vnT4c

Today we are thinking about just how AWESOMELY BIG our solar 
system is! If you made a scale model of our solar system with the 

SUN the size of a large exercise ball, how big would the model 
be? How big would Earth be? How far away would Neptune be? 

These questions and more are answered in the video below.

https://video.link/w/vnT4c
https://video.link/w/vnT4c
https://video.link/w/vnT4c


1. Who does the video maker quote at the beginning of the 
video?

2. What happens to the planets when you try to draw the solar 
    system to scale on a piece of paper?

3. What did they use for their model of Earth?

4. How much space do you need for this scale model of the solar 
   system?

5. What is your answer in kilometres?

6. How big is the model of the sun they used?



7. How far away is the Earth from the Sun in their model?

8. How far away is Neptune from the sun in their model?

9. What did the interviewed astronaut say he could hide Earth 
behind when he was in Space? 

10. What is something you new 
you learnt from watching this 
video?



YOUR MISSION….

ON A LARGE PIECE OF PAPER DRAW A PLAN of how you would make a scale model 
of the solar system in the Melbourne Cricket Ground (172.9m long and 147.8m 
wide). With the SUN the size of a golf ball the solar system will just fit 
inside the MCG. 
Use the SCALE on the next slide to help you choose items to represent the 
PLANETS and the SUN (you can use your own ideas, these are just 
suggestions). 
Include: MCG layout, the Sun, the planets and their orbits, measurements 
and what you will use to represent the Sun & Planets.
LABEL, LABEL, LABEL - lots of labels & pointers to explain 
your model. Send your  plans to SEESAW or add pictures to the 
2nd slide below….and HAVE FUN! 
[I have started an example down below to help you.
[MISSION CONTROL]

NASA FILE: 3453
LOCATION: MCG
CITY: MELBOURNE
SIZE: 172.9m x    
      147.8mDRAW A PLAN







Insert pics here



How are you feeling?

Write a sentence about how you feel about your learning today. 

Was there anything that you didn't understand in today’s tasks? If yes, what part? 

What sort of exercise did you do today? 

Is there anything else that you would like to share with your teacher?



English - Spelling Test!

geology
geometry
geographic
million
millilitre
chimney
journey
guitar
calendar
aeroplane
aerial

Yes it’s Friyay!  Which means spelling test!

● 2 Options - ask a family member to test you on all 
the words or complete it Look Cover Write Check 
style.

● Mark it and give yourself a score. Give yourself 
stickers or stamps if you deserve it!

● Once complete - upload a photo of 
your test and dictation sentences into 
your SeeSaw journal. 

This week was 
revision, so less 

words.

Dictation:
Ask a family 

member to give 
you 2 sentences 
to write down.

* Check your 
spelling and 
punctuation!

Friday
20.8.21



Tier 1 Tier 2

Eg.  warm humid

look

shine

crazy

excited

sleep

eat

Turn these boring Tier 1 words into more interesting Tier 2 words. 

Pick one of your Tier 2 words from above and put it into a sentence.



English -  Writing

Reminders of EXPECTATIONS: 
- Read over your writing - does it sound right?
- Check for spelling errors.
- Check punctuation. (Full stops, commas, capital letters).
- Have you written enough? Teachers are expecting about half a page on 

paper 
or around 8-10 lines in the Google Doc.

Go to your Google Doc or paper - and complete your writing there.

F r e e    W r i t i n g    F r i d a y !!  Free Writing can be:
- short story
- journal entry
- informative
- imaginative
- play format
- recipe
- letter
- persuasive 
- informative about    
  your family or pets.
- what job do you  
  want when you are 
  older?
- if you ran the NRL  
  what would you  
  change?

Aim to write for around 10-15 minutes.



              English: Comprehension





Questions Answers

Make sure that you number your answers.



        Mathematics: Revision - Perimeter



        Mathematics: Revision - Perimeter



Creative Art: 
You will need: 

● Paper
● Your best folding skills

Today for art we are going to be making an 
origami penguin!



Creative Art: 

Your teacher can’t wait to see your penguin!
Take a picture and upload to seesaw.



How are you feeling?

Write a sentence about how you feel about your learning today. 

Was there anything that you didn't understand in today’s tasks? If yes, what part? 

What do you think you might do over the weekend? 

Is there anything else that you would like to share with your teacher?
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